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Abstract: Gig economy is presented as disruptive, technologically driven, and forward 
thinking. Design is explicit in this framing, through use of slick apps to reduce friction 
and simplify experience for customer and worker. However, this framing is often 
driven by the platforms, and does not fully recognize the actual experience of work. In 
this paper we report on a collaborative design process on developing concepts for the 
future of gig work from a worker-centric perspective. This explicitly does not involve 
the platforms as stakeholders and uses design fiction as a tool for workers to express 
fears, joys, and the aspects of their work that are nuanced, reflective and surprising. 
We reflect on the designs created through this process, the tensions, and opportuni-
ties with working with gig working couriers, and issues around power and representa-
tion when designing with and for this community. 
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1. Introduction 
Gig economy platforms are disrupting work and atomising workforces. Within this context, 
millions of jobs across the globe have been outsourced through digital platforms that con-
nect consumers, service providers and workers in the gig economy (Srnicek, 2017). Gig work 
covers a growing spectrum of jobs, including on-demand delivery, domestic and care work, 
taxi driving, microwork, and freelancing (Woodcock & Graham, 2019). Platforms (e.g., Uber, 
TaskRabbit, Deliveroo) are designed to provide procured goods and services as and when 
they are needed (Berg, 2015). This work is categorised as a ‘gig’ due to the relatively short 
length of a job (as little as a few minutes in the context of food courier work) and the casual 
relationship between the worker and other parties. In 2021 the number of gig workers in 
England and Wales has risen to 4.4 million, almost triple that of 2016, with those working as 
delivery or private hire drivers quadrupling in that time (TUC, 2021).  
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There is a stream of gig economy platforms being deployed across new and established mar-
kets enabled by technology that automatically distributes work and payment remotely. How-
ever, there is an imbalance of power and a lack of transparency around how algorithms used 
in this industry are designed to manage workers, and their emotional labour (Lutz et al., 
2018,  Toombs, et al., 2018), that causes frustration and growing concern for workers (De 
Stefano, 2015, Waters F. & Woodcock, 2017).  

Recent union actions (Anon, 2018, Rawlinson, 2021), platform co-operative movements 
(Conaty, 2018), worker perspectives (Graham & Shaw, 2017, Woodcock & Graham, 2019; 
Cant, 2019), and reviews of working practices (Taylor, 2017) highlight a need for technology 
and legislation to work in the best interest of gig workers. Groups such as the Fairwork Foun-
dation and unions like the Independent Workers of Great Britain (IWGB), continue to make 
strides in supporting workers both in the gig economy and more widely, fighting for workers’ 
rights, providing advice and support for organisation, increasing transparency, and challeng-
ing the industry in its treatment of gig workers (e.g., collective action against Uber, Deliveroo 
and Transport for London). There are examples of designers working to support workers and 
emerging platform markets through: designing for the needs of crowdworkers (Suzuki et al., 
2016); extending workplace studies for platform work and designing for labour rather than 
work practices (Glöss et al., 2016); recommendations for worker-centred design for freelanc-
ing platforms (Alvarez de la Vega, Cecchinato & Rooksby, 2021); new design concepts for job 
speed dating apps supporting the social needs of job seekers (Dillahunt et al., 2018); and, 
the development of new design toolkits to support designers in thinking about emerging 
sharing economy markets and platforms (Fedosov et al., 2019).  

Our work explores worker-led design approaches in local food and grocery delivery, and this 
paper reports on a series of workshops where couriers were invited to develop speculative 
designs around their visions for the future of gig work. This builds on the examples of critical, 
speculative, and activist design perspectives, such as: speculative and adversarial design 
(Dunne & Raby, 2013, DiSalvo, 2012); reflections of designers’ importance being elevated 
above that of activists in the case of activist led projects such as Turkopticon (Irani and Sil-
berman, 2016); the value of multimedia and illustrations (e.g. comics1,2) in mixed-methods 
accounts of the working conditions of platform food couriers (Poplan, et al. 2021); and, how 
forms of lightweight design (e.g. zines) are valuable design tools for having conversations 
and building solidarity whilst doing activist research (Fox et al, 2020). 

The research contributions shared in this paper include:  

Insights gained from couriers in their experience of gig work as expressed through a se-
ries of design fictions 

 
1 https://cosminpopan.medium.com/drawing-the-precariat-6289b892650e 
2 https://josesherwood.com/doing-gig-work/ 
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Reflection on the tensions and opportunities in this kind of design work, and especially 
on the specific challenges of designing with this community.  

A discussion on the power relationships in the gig economy, and the implications for 
designers working within this space.  

2. Designing with gig couriers 
In previous work with couriers (Bates, et al., 2018), design recommendations for improving 
courier effectiveness were developed based on the “work” of delivery, however these were 
somewhat underdeveloped in terms of critical positionality around the social and political 
aspects of designing for couriers themselves. It became clear that considering gig work as a 
typical job occluded the complexities in this kind of work for the person making the deliver-
ies, and the role of design in this process. 

Design is implicated in the politics of gig work, as born from Californian ideologies (Barbrook 
& Cameron, 1996), and the insidiousness of gig platforms as extractive industries that use 
polished app design to provide cover for cost saving through avoidance of labour laws in-
tended to protect workers (e.g., Aloisi, 2016). The increase in convenience for customers is a 
design priority that conceals a human cost. For example, when delivery platforms over-hire 
in cities to increase availability of delivery workers, at the cost of a reduced average wage 
and increased unpaid waiting times for those workers (Schor, 2021, p.10). Although the ex-
tractive structure begins to be challenged with practical approaches like co-operatives (Cy-
cle-Coop) and consideration of more just structural configurations (Elzenbaumer, et al., 
2016), there is still opportunity for more reflective and speculative approaches to build on 
the experiences, needs and desires of individual couriers (Gregory, 2021), explicitly in oppo-
sition to the use of design to strategically distance customers from labour as currently taken 
in these platforms. 

Therefore, in the current study, the focus was explicitly turned to the courier. It was devel-
oped in collaboration with gig economy cycle couriers as well as technical, and third-sector 
organisations, to explore ways in which technology design can effectively communicate the 
imbalances of power and a lack of transparency these workers face. The objective was to 
generate formative data, speculative design concepts and prototypes, as a research through 
design project that explore couriers’ diverse experiences of their work and their perspectives 
on how this relates to the design of both existing and future technology. Since gig work is so 
entangled with the design of the on-demand delivery systems, these workers have direct 
and wider effects of these systems on their lives and the cities in which they work. 

Our approach is to use collaborative and reflective speculative and critical design process as 
a way to develop “value fictions” (Dunne, 1999), examples of technologies for “implausible 
social goals” (Gaver & Martin, 2000) that are not overly concerned with practicalities, but in-
stead aim to build worlds (Coulton, et al., 2019) through a research through design process, 
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using design “not just as a new way of communicating research outcomes, but as a new fo-
rum for communication and collaboration with a variety of Partners” (Brown, et al., 2016). In 
addition, by centralising the experience of the workers, and involving them in the produc-
tion, with the intention of avoiding pitfalls of critical design as being reserved by designers to 
be shown in galleries (e.g Prado & Oliveira, 2017, and Tonkinwise, 2015), and instead use de-
sign as part of a dialogue around the real concerns of the stakeholders (Thomas, et al., 
2017). 

This is a useful method because, although situated in a speculative future, design fiction uses 
speculation in service of ideologies (Gonzatto & van Amstel, 2013). In the case of corporate 
fictions presented by the platforms gig work is an aspirational and shiny example of how 
high technology can benefit customers in convenience and gig workers in flexibility (Mihov, 
2021). This fiction is maintained through advertising and other media, but the reality for 
workers is very different. The delivery workers who make the system work are dehumanised 
and deindividualized in the fictions, platforms avoid responsibilities of employers, and couri-
ers are presented as disposable, transient, and interchangeable. Using the same visual lan-
guage of the near-future, design fiction presents a way for us to explore alternative visions 
of the future based on an ideology that puts the couriers at the centre, instead of the plat-
forms they work for. The intention is not to make realistic, practical, and workable design ex-
amples, but rather accessible concepts, that use the language of design to explore and em-
body nuanced holistic perspectives of workers’ worries and joys and help communicate 
them to a wider audience who might not otherwise appreciate the challenges faced in this 
work. 

To achieve this, day-long workshops were organised in Manchester and York (UK) in March 
2020, which were attended by eight couriers (“riders”) in total, who deliver food and grocer-
ies using platforms in these cities. Riders were recruited by approaching them on the street, 
and by sharing invitations with local courier groups. All attendees were paid a full day at the 
living wage rate, and the workshops were approved through institutional ethics processes. 
Ahead of the workshops, riders were invited to collect material they thought would be inter-
esting and offered instant cameras, stationery, and prompts, as part of a “cultural probe” 
(Gaver, 1999). Although none engaged with this ahead of the workshops, riders shared many 
photographs, videos, messages, and items that helped illustrate different aspects of their 
working experience. 

The workshops had two main parts. Firstly, a series of open discussions about their own 
work, to build rapport, set expectations for the day, and develop a richer understanding of 
their diverse experiences, with particular attention to the local aspects. Manchester and 
York are quite different cities (Manchester is a larger industrial and metropolitan city, and 
York is a smaller city defined by its heritage). In this early stage, we were also careful to be 
explicit about the anonymous nature of the work, but also how it would be used. For exam-
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ple, it was intentional that no industrial partners, and no platform representatives, were pre-
sent at the workshops, to foreground the worker experience and explicitly recognise the is-
sue of power in this kind of work. 

The second part focussed on creation, taking discussions from earlier in the day and working 
through a series of design prompts and activities focussed on their perception of the future 
of their work. The aim was to envisage and co-design, in sketch form, the tools and services 
that might exist in that future (as in Ambe, et al., 2019). Participants were encouraged to be 
creative and not dwell on the practical issues related to their ideas. Alongside the sketches, 
diagrams, annotated maps, and photographs generated and shared by participants, re-
searchers also documented the events with extensive notes. 

After the workshops, researchers collated and analysed collected material to identify themes 
running through the designs and responses, identify common characteristics, overlapping 
ideas and ensuring that nuanced ideas were not lost in the volume of data. For example, 
while some participants had very strong and coherent ideas about a specific concept (e.g. 
see Courier Simulator, below), other participants had more abstract thoughts, half-ideas, an-
ecdotes and sketches that required further refinement, reflection and development into rep-
resentative speculative concepts (e.g. Tarot, below) that helped communicate the ideas ex-
pressed during the workshop. 

Based on the workshops, main themes were identified by researchers based on the exten-
sive notes, diagrams, maps and photographs collected. For each of these themes, a specula-
tive design concept was chosen or refined based on discussions in the workshop, that repre-
sents the key issues and insights described by the riders. These “provocations” are examples 
of design fictions and are collected in a design catalogue (see fig 1) that is distributed freely 
online (Switch-Gig, 2020). Presenting design fictions or speculative designs in cata-
logue/booklet form is a useful and established (e.g., Brown, et al., 2016., TBD Catalog, 2014) 
way to present this kind of work in an accessible and interesting way. Individually and collec-
tively, the design fictions speak of a future envisaged by riders, based on their own experi-
ences, that better supports their work. This future is not expressed as a narrative through 
the catalogue, but rather as a world (Coulton, et al. 2019), glimpsed through the designs of 
systems and services that exist there. 

3. Provocations 
In this section we highlight four of the design fiction “provocations” generated in collabora-
tion with couriers, to illustrate both the concepts and the underlying insights to which each 
design reflects. The full collection of designs is available on the website (Switch-Gig, 2020). 
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Figure 1 The design fictions are collected into a booklet that contains further elaboration on the issues 
faced by couriers in their work 

3.1 Courier Statue 
The workshops for this project happened in the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic, just 
before the first UK lockdown. At that time, there was growing national recognition of the im-
portance of “key workers”, with special appreciation of medical professionals handling the 
growing crisis (e.g., “Clap for our Carers” (Addley, 2020)). Although couriers were generally 
understood as key workers, our participants expressed some frustration that they perceived 
their contribution was not recognised by their local communities. There was a sense they 
felt “hidden” and disrespected, and often in conflict with the city they serve. Customers hold 
them responsible for issues out of their control and are quick to complain about the service. 
There were frequent stories of conflict on the streets, with other road users, members of the 
public, restaurant staff and the platforms themselves, leading to a general feeling of aliena-
tion from their community and lack of respect for their work. 
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Figure 2 A modified news article describing a new statue for key workers, that has been modified to 
include a gig working cyclist. 

The statue (Figure 2) is a response to this, and although provocative, represents a sense of 
injustice in being forgotten key workers doing difficult and dangerous work for low pay. The 
concept proposes to literally cement the courier as a recognised permanent fixture in the 
city, which contrasts with the transient and dynamic nature of the realities of their day-to-
day work, and their perceived diminutive role in the community. Later, in 2021, the IWGB 
union campaign “Clapped and Scrapped” (IWGB, 2021) highlighted this frustration in how 
couriers had been poorly treated by platforms during the pandemic, during a time when the 
public were showing appreciation for key workers and local businesses were almost entirely 
relying on their service. 

3.2 Ride or Wait Tarot 
A consistent theme running through both workshops was the mystery of how work is allo-
cated through the various apps. From the courier perspective, they get precious little infor-
mation on how jobs are distributed by the platforms. Some reported frustration at seeing 
other riders being allocated jobs even though they had waited longer, and others speculated 
on the range of factors that might be considered by the platform. Riders developed various 
folk theories and superstitions based on hearsay and derived from personal experience. For 
example, refusing a longer job because then the algorithm might then choose to send them 
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shorter, more profitable ones, or by waiting further away from the big restaurants in the be-
lief the platform prefers riders to not hang around outside popular places. Or even the exact 
opposite, that they are better to be more central or nearer the restaurant (Cant, 2019). 

 

Figure 3 The Ride or Wait tarot website shows a deck of cards and invites couriers to consult with a 
clairvoyant before starting their shift 

This kind of superstition is not uncommon (e.g. Soper, 2020) and comes from a lack of feed-
back from the platform. The algorithms are designed and presented as mysterious black 
boxes that do not provide any reasoning or justifications of decisions of how to allocate 
work. This is by design, both to protect the intellectual property of the system, plus perhaps 
also to maintain the mystique around the “clever algorithms” that make it function. Riders 
are therefore quick to use any information as evidence in support of theories, as they at-
tempt to divine how it works to be more efficient. The tarot concept provides a straightfor-
ward analogue, demonstrating the desire to have insight into the workings of the ineffable, 
even if just to know if it is a good time to log in, or if they should wait. 
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3.3 Bag Goblin 
In the UK, gig working couriers are usually considered “independent contractors”, who, de-
spite relying on a small number of employers for their livelihood, are not given the same le-
gal rights and protections as employees. For example, platforms can sack workers arbitrarily 
and without due process, do not provide sick pay, pensions or other benefits seen by people 
doing similar work for more traditional delivery companies. On top of this, platforms are of-
ten seen as untrustworthy, and riders must plan to defend themselves in case of issues. For 
example, riders reported “disappearing jobs” that vanish from the system without getting 
paid, and some platforms overstating the likely pay for taking a particular job, and then giv-
ing much less. 

Part of this self-defence is by repurposing external apps like Strava (a cycle tracking app) to 
record their work and using their phone camera frequently to record evidence for when 
things seem like they might go wrong. This kind of data is also valuable when filing tax re-
turns, since in the UK riders can claim tax relief based on using their vehicle for work. 

 

Figure 4 Bag Goblin 

The Bag Goblin is a playful representation of this kind of defensive tool, combining several 
responsibilities of the riders in one “device”. The goblin includes time saving features such as 
automatically cleaning spillages from poor containers. This was a common complaint from 
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riders, some of whom would always reject orders containing soup or drinks from specific res-
taurants. A device that can reduce this maintenance increases their productivity and there-
fore their take home pay. 

3.4 Courier Simulator 
All the participants in the workshops used bicycles as their main vehicle. Although riders had 
many issues with their work and employment, they were also very careful to highlight the 
joys of this kind of work. Alongside the factors such as being somewhat flexible in their 
working hours, and in some cases being able to do work while “on holiday” for apps that al-
lowed riders to work in different cities, there was also a strong feeling that riding bicycles 
was itself enormously rewarding and joyful. The fun of riding a bike, getting exercise and be-
ing outdoors for their work was a common positive point. 

 

Figure 5 An advertisement for “Courier Simulator 2020” describes the features of the game 

The Courier Simulator concept is derived in part from this aspect, and in part through the 
subtle gamified elements of this kind of piecemeal work. One rider observed that the nature 
of cycle delivery makes the work effectively “High-Intensity Interval Training” (HIIT). This 
kind of exercise regime involves periods of high intensity work, followed by periods of recov-
ery, that maps directly onto the high intensity of work in making a delivery, followed by the 
recovery while waiting for the next job. This led directly to the suggestion of the simulator as 
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a way for people to get the benefits of exercise. By “following along” with a rider at home on 
an exercise bike, clients get an effective HIIT workout, as well as a better understanding of 
the pressures and joys of the work. 

In this section we’ve presented four of the six design fictions included in the booklet, the 
complete example of which can be found on the project website (Switch-Gig, 2020). The 
booklet is a self-contained, glossy brochure that includes the images of the design fictions 
along with a short description of how it relates to the experiences of couriers as expressed in 
the workshops. The booklet provides a useful tool to explore the nuanced issues of this kind 
of work, intentionally divorced from the narrative portrayed by the platforms. All the design 
concepts are “conceptually rich” (Gaver, 2012), relatable, humorous, and gently subversive, 
and all share a very human quality. Through caricature and exaggeration (Blythe, 2014) they 
give glimpses into the real worries, concerns of the people that do the work in bringing food 
and groceries to our homes, that are otherwise hidden behind a polished mobile app inter-
face. 

4 Reflection on Worker-led Methods 
In this paper we have reported on the production of a series of co-developed design fiction 
“provocations” that attempt to relate some aspects of the experiences of food delivery cou-
riers in their work. Through the workshops and following process of analysis and refinement 
this helped gain a richer understanding and more textured appreciation of this specific kind 
of work. However, the workshops and design process generated methodological insights 
that are worth further exploration. 

4.1 Collaborating with an Atomised Workforce 
The major challenge and opportunity of this work was the collaboration with working riders 
with direct experience of this kind of work. As with any collaboration there were practical 
difficulties, such as effective communication, and as might be expected, engaging partici-
pants with the more speculative aspects of the approach. However, since the couriers in the 
workshops had quite well-defined practical perspectives and needs, these were able to serve 
as anchors to start to explore more whimsical futures that were arguably more consequen-
tial for the riders (Elsden, et al., 2017) when placed in context. 

It is also important to recognise the selection bias at play in this kind of work, that may mean 
some voices are over-represented. For example, long-term riders had a more complete con-
ception of the longer picture, that allowed them to understand the value of participation 
and a route to sharing their experience. Similarly, riders who are actively involved with their 
union have extrinsic motivation to participate in research. Yet most couriers are not career-
ists, and gig economy platforms have very high turnover in staff. It is important to capture 
the voice of those who pass through this kind of work, as well as that of those who are in it 
for years at a time. IWGB President Alex Marshall describes couriers as “atomised workers” 
(Aarjan & Wood, 2021) in that the community of workers is constantly in flux as platforms 
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hire and couriers move on, which makes presentation of a unified voice very difficult. In our 
recruitment we were careful to pay couriers for their time at comparable wage to what they 
would expect to earn through delivery, to widen participation, and recognise their role as ex-
pert collaborators rather than subjects of research. This, ironically, necessitated hiring the 
couriers as self-employed workers on the project. This arrangement, and the project, was 
approved by the university ethics committee, but demonstrates the systemic bias that re-
search and institutional perspectives bring to this kind of work (see Bates, et al., 2020). The 
challenge of this atomised workforce also made recruitment for the studies difficult, which 
involved approaching couriers directly on the streets of Manchester and York (see Bates, et 
al. 2021). There is no “hub”, or central noticeboard equivalent, that can be used for recruit-
ment, but also, when directly approaching people, discussing potential involvement in de-
sign research projects can be a complicated conversation. 

In addition to this, some kinds of voices are excluded because they operate outside the rules 
of the platforms, but it is still important to recognise their role in this community. Courier 
work may be attractive for people with restricted legal status to earn money since the plat-
forms don’t go to great efforts to prove the person completing the work has the legal right 
to. Renting and lending of accounts is apparently common, although usually against the rules 
of the platform3. Naturally a person renting an account would be suspicious of participating 
in this kind of research, which means their experiences are only related third hand. 

4.2 Geography 
It is a limitation of this work that it is geographically bound to the UK, and two northern Eng-
lish cities in Manchester and York. However, one of the clearest insights through the process 
of working in these two cities was how the city and its social and physical geography af-
fected the experience of the riders. As above, this affected recruitment but also how riders 
related to one another. York has a well-defined central area where most restaurants are lo-
cated, and natural physical gathering places which, as observed also in Brighton by Cant 
(2019), leads to opportunities to meet and organise. Riders in Manchester were more likely 
to drift around the city and suburbs, taking jobs as they went, whereas in York there was 
usually an unpaid “deadhead” leg (Ongweso, 2021) as they returned to the centre. Similarly, 
the socioeconomics of the cities mean that the number and kinds of deliveries changes, es-
pecially late at night and early in the morning, and at different times of year (for example 
York has comparatively a lot of tourism in summer months). 

 
3 Deliveroo have implemented a “substitution” feature (https://riders.deliveroo.co.uk/en/substitution) where the 
responsibility for checking all legal work requirements is abdicated to the account holder. 
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Figure 6 A photo of the A-Z Map of York, annotated in pen and stickers by riders. 

This really crystallised during a map annotation activity which became central to both work-
shops. A local street map for each city was brought to each workshop to support activities, 
but quickly became extremely important as a tool for expressing their experiences of their 
work. This was unexpected, but upon reflection, natural, since the city, and the map of the 
city as seen on the delivery apps, is a lens through which riders experience their work. 

Given the authors’ experiences of both these cities, it formed a common language between 
researchers and riders, and riders and other riders, as they related anecdotes and made 
points tied to places as examples. The maps ended up covered in annotations, stickers, 
drawings, and notes, even unrelated to the map itself. For example, an idea about prevent-
ing bike theft, delivered with one finger pointing to the street on the map where a suspicious 
bike shop is located. Ideas and experiences were both tied to map locations, for illustration 
and for situating insight in the real world.  

4.3 Methods for worker-driven insight 
Whilst philosophical roots of Participatory Design can be traced back to the worker’s move-
ment where factory equipment was designed with the workers who used it (Nash & Briggs, 
2019) these methods sit in tension with the purpose of lean platforms, where cost savings 
are a priority. It is challenging to get a unified voice on the topic due to varied experiences of 
atomised individuals. Participatory Design cannot work in spaces where worker and platform 
relationships are adversarial, and the platform is not investing in the involvement of the 
worker (end user) in design. Other methods that expose the context of work such as 
(auto)ethnography or contextual inquiry are valuable and resource intensive (time, effort). 
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So how do we design with workforces like these? Focusing on worker-led design projects, ef-
fort and resources are required to build a relationship with these communities, where the 
priorities of union communities and proxies might not match the pull of the designer. As a 
rough guide, harnessing action research in technology design to focus on local issues (Hayes, 
2012) and forms of lightweight design (Fox, et al., 2020) helps to build trust, solidarity and 
unity with communities such as marginalised gig economy workers (Bates, et al., 2020). Us-
ing fiction and speculation to amplify the perspectives of the community can also help in re-
lationships building with workers (Knutz, et al., 2016) and is a tool to communicate the com-
plexities of their working lives with stakeholders (consumers, policy makers, industry) who 
have the power to improve the worker’s lives (even a little). As discussed by Helms & Fer-
naeus (2018), humour is an extremely useful tool in this kind of work, that mediates the nar-
rative, allows for suspension of disbelief but contains a danger that the ideas might be dis-
missed.  

During the workshops, the process of guiding speculation was challenging, since the couriers 
very driven by immediate practical concerns of their work, however this positioning as a 
communication outward to broader audiences helped frame the aims of the provocations 
and give permission to engage with the playful critical elaboration of their experiences. In 
this way, we deliberately positioned ourselves in critical alignment with the workers to ex-
pose the realities of the work and foreground the experiences. The current paper has fo-
cussed on the process, with particular attention to positionality, in this kind of work. We feel 
that that harnessing design fictions to create speculative worlds where the often-invisible 
labour of workers in forms of gig work (e.g. delivery, taxi driving, care workers, cleaners) can 
be amplified and made visible to both articulate realities of platform capitalism and chal-
lenge the perspectives of stakeholders who impact the lives of these workers through their 
(inter)actions.  

5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented a case study of project taken with gig workers that explores 
their experiences, frustrations, and joys with their work. The outcome of this is presented as 
a booklet of design fiction “provocations”, that propose technologies as “boundary objects” 
(Brown, et al., 2016) that demonstrate the unexpected and subtle aspects of their work in 
humorous, and challenging ways. These final proposals are rough but richly evocative and 
representative of real concerns. 

In this project we took a specifically worker, individual and community centric approach to 
understanding experiences of work in the gig economy, in contrast to a focus on the plat-
form and societal level implications of gig work. To do this, we held two full day workshops 
with riders to develop relationships with them and engaged them in a research through de-
sign process to aggregate, synthesise and tell textured stories of their work that were used 
to refine a series of fictional products that embody these real experiences and values.  
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This is a single project, based in the UK, dealing with one specific kind of gig work (local food 
cycle delivery), however it serves as a useful case study of how to engage with this kind of 
worker, the strategies, and complexities of engaging and working them in the process of re-
search through co-design.  

Especially, through engaging workers as partners in design rather than subjects of design 
(Sanders & Stappers, 2016), it is important to also recognise the power relationships in the 
gig economy is adversarial. The platforms have a vested interest in sponsoring and publish-
ing research that happens to validate their design decisions (e.g. Bhattacharya & Shepherd, 
2021), so we argue it is necessary to recognise the positionality of any design work. In the 
case of this project this was through visibly and purposefully excluding platforms and com-
mercial partners from the workshops, to centre the courier and their individual experiences. 
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